INSTRUCTIONS FOR AUTHORS AND ETHICAL GUIDELINES

Publication ethics

EuJAP subscribes to the publication principles and ethical guidelines of the Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE). For more detailed information see COPE's guidelines for journal editors.

Submission

Submitted manuscripts ought to be:

- unpublished, either completely or in their essential content, in English or other languages, and not under consideration for publication elsewhere. Manuscript submission should be approved by all co-authors. Authors should disclose all potential conflict of interest that might affect the conclusions, interpretation, and evaluation of the relevant work under consideration. To avoid plagiarism, self-plagiarism, and illegitimate duplication of texts, figures, etc. authors should take precautions to appropriately cite their sources and attribute ideas, concepts, theories, inventions, etc. to their original authors. Moreover, Authors should obtain permission to use any third party images, figures and the like from the respective copyright holders. If it emerges that an accepted submission does not satisfy the previous conditions, the Editors reserve the right to reject it. If, due to the authors’ failure to inform the Editors, already published materials will appear in EuJAP, the Editors will report the authors’ unethical behaviour in the next issue. In any case, the Editors and the publisher will not be held legally responsible should there be any claims for compensation following from copyright infringements by the authors. If the manuscript does not match the scope and aims of EuJAP, the Editorial board reserves the right to reject the manuscript without sending it out to external reviewers.
- sent exclusively electronically to the Editors (eujap@ffri.hr) (or to the Guest editors in the case of a special issue) in a Word compatible format
- prepared for blind refereeing: authors’ names and their institutional affiliations should not appear on the manuscript. Moreover, "identifiers" in MS Word Properties should be removed
- accompanied by a separate file containing the title of the manuscript, a short abstract (not exceeding 250 words), keywords, academic affiliation and full address for correspondence including e-mail address
- in American or British English
- no longer than 8000 words, including footnotes and references

**Style**

Accepted manuscripts should:

- follow the guidelines of the most recent Chicago Manual of Style
- contain footnotes and no endnotes
- contain references in accordance with the author-date Chicago style, here illustrated

for the main common types of publications (T = in text citation, R = reference list entry):

**Book**

T: (Nozick 1981, 203)

**Chapter or other part of a book**

T: (Fumerton 2006, 77-9)

**Edited collections**

T: (Lackey and Sosa 2006)

**Article in a print journal**

T: (Broome 1999, 414-9)

**Electronic books or journals**

T: (Skorupski 2010)

**Website content**

T: (Brandon 2008)

**Forthcoming**

For all types of publications followed should be the above guideline style with exception of placing 'forthcoming' instead of date of publication. For example, in case of a book:

T: (Recanati forthcoming)

**Unpublished material**

T: (Gödel 1951)

**Final proofreading**

Authors are responsible for correcting their proofs.

**Copyrights**

The journal allow the author(s) to hold the copyright without restrictions. In the reprints, the original publication of the text in EuJAP must be acknowledged by mentioning the name of the journal, the year of the publication, the volume and the issue numbers and the article pages.

EuJAP subscribes to Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International (CC BY-SA 4.0). Users can freely copy and redistribute the material in any medium or format, remix, transform, and build upon the material for any purpose. Users must give appropriate credit, provide a link to the license, and indicate if changes were made. Users may do so in any reasonable manner, but not in any way that suggests the licensor endorses them or their use. Nonetheless, users must distribute their contributions under the same license as the original.

**Archiving rights**

The papers published in EuJAP can be deposited and self-archived in the institutional and thematic repositories providing the link to the journal’s web pages and HRCAK.
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